Mayhem and Magic: The Graphic Novel (The Reliquary Series)

Collecting comic book issues #1-4, this
GRAPHIC NOVEL tells a brand-new story
in
Sarah
Fines
RELIQUARY
universe!Bestselling author Sarah Fine
(Marked, Sanctum) gives hard-boiled noir
a magical edge in this stand-alone
four-issue comic book adventurewhere
crime collides with conjuring in the
spellbinding world of her Reliquary series.
Featuring an action-packed script by Alex
De Campi (No Mercy, Grindhouse) and
stunning art from Dennis Calero (X-Men
Noir).Freelance thief-for-hire Asa Wards
latest job is heisting a powerful magic relic
from a gangsters lair. But what should be
an easy payday quickly becomes larceny
the hard waywhen hes dragged into a
three-way crime war where mind-bending,
body-racking magic is the most lethal
weapon of all. And just when Asa thinks
hes scored, the ruthless kingpin hes ripping
off strikes backthreatening the only life
Asa values more than his own.

Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Sarah Fine was born on the West Coast, raised in the Book 2 of 4 in Mayhem and
Magic (The Reliquary Series) (Issues) (4 Book Series) . in the DC Comics universe, from Batman to Wonder Woman.
Hes currently coloring Faith, the groundbreaking series from Valiant Comics.This action-packed COMIC BOOK series
tells a brand-new story in Sarah Fines RELIQUARY universe! The magical relics everyones after are in Asas
hands.Mayhem and Magic: The Graphic Novel (The Reliquary Series) [Sarah Fine, Alex de Campi, Dennis Calero,
Andrew Dalhouse] on . *FREE*Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Sarah Fine was born on the West Coast, raised in
the Midwest, and is now firmly entrenched on the East Coast. When shesMayhem and Magic (The Reliquary Series):
The Graphic Novel eBook: Sarah Fine, Alex de Campi, Dennis Calero, Andrew Dalhouse: : KindleBuy Mayhem and
Magic: The Graphic Novel (The Reliquary Series) 01 by Sarah Fine, Alex de Campi, Dennis Calero, Andrew Dalhouse
(ISBN:Mayhem and Magic has 32 ratings and 11 reviews. Reina said: Ugh! Terrible!I thought this was another book in
the series. Lame comic that doesnt even bRead Mayhem and Magic: The Graphic Novel (Reliquary Series) book
reviews & author details and more at . Free delivery on qualified orders.This action-packed COMIC BOOK series tells a
brand-new story in Sarah Fines RELIQUARY universe! The magical relics everyones after are in Asas hands.Backed
into a corner by the crime boss Conti, Asa must do the gangsters bidding or lose what he cherishes most. That means
infiltrating a swank, secret auctionMayhem and Magic: The Reliquary Series 4 issues Four issue mini-series. Part of
the Reliquary Series. Collected in Mayhem & Magic: The Graphic Novel. Bestselling author Sarah Fine (Marked,
Sanctum) gives hard-boiled noir a magical edge in this stand-alone four-issue comic bookThis action-packed COMIC
BOOK series tells a brand-new story in Sarah Fines RELIQUARY universe! Asa is caught between a rock and several
hard placesI am not into comic book type of reading. Vary small print. I should have read a sample prior to purchase. Im
sure there are people into this kind of reading. Mayhem and Magic: The Graphic Novel (The Reliquary Series) by Sarah
Fine Alex de Campi at - ISBN 10: 1503938999Mayhem and Magic (The Reliquary Series). Bestselling author Sarah
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Fine (Marked, Sanctum) gives hard-boiled noir a magical edge in this stand-aloneEditorial Reviews. About the Author.
Sarah Fine was born on the West Coast, raised in the Book 4 of 4 in Mayhem and Magic (The Reliquary Series) (Issues)
(4 Book Series) This action-packed COMIC BOOK series tells a brand-new story in Sarah Fines RELIQUARY
universe! The magical relics everyones after are inMayhem and Magic (The Reliquary Series): The Graphic Novel
[Kindle edition] by Sarah Fine, Alex de Campi, Dennis Calero, Andrew Dalhouse. Download itKristine said: Interesting
story about magic in our world - used for unsavory things. The idea of Mayhem and Magic: The Graphic Novel (The
Reliquary Series).Bestselling author Sarah Fine (Marked, Sanctum) gives hard-boiled noir a magical edge in this
stand-alone four-issue comic book adventurewhere crime
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